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Burgundy School of Business offers eight Master's degrees and one Bachelor's degree in Management taught in English or in French, accredited by the Conférences des Grandes Écoles and open to French and international students.

International experience

Our international community represents 30% of the student body including 46 nationalities. 35% of our faculty is composed of international professors.

Location

Enjoy studying in one of the best preserved historic centres with beautiful architecture. Dijon is also very close to other main European cities.
Dijon
Studies and Academic Program
Orientation in Dijon (4 days)
Melting Pot, Welcome and Activities

Whole town gathering, evening socials

**Cultural visits:**

Day trip to Beaune and the wine area: visit Hospices de Beaune and Château de la Rochepot

Day trip to Northern Burgundy: Visit Abbaye de Fontenay, Semur en Auxois and Flavigny

International Wine Trade Show in Dusseldorf, Germany for 5 days
Art de Vivre

- Understand the sociology of food and wine
- Study the wine-making climate of Burgundy, local food products in Burgundy, and food and wine pairing
- Understand the importance of education in food and wine industry
Wine Product & Tasting

- Understand the wine Culture in France
- Understand the viticulture and wine-making process
- Based on the visits, select an important issue in culture, viticulture, or wine-making
Food and Wine Tourism and Wine Marketing

- Understand the relationship between food, wine, and tourism in Burgundy from both a theoretical and practical dimension
- Understand the key concepts of marketing
- Identify the best-practices in wine distribution or in tourism management

Counts as HMGT Elective
Entrepreneurship

- Understand functioning of a company and the life of the entrepreneur manager
- The role of the manager-entrepreneur in a corporate entrepreneurship context
- Understand entrepreneurship as a synthesis of self and social surrounding
- Design a business project (introduction, process and key methodological elements) and be able to apply it
- Business majors can take this in place of MGT 732
French Language

You will take a placement exam in Dijon and placed in a French class at your level.

If your major has a language requirement, this class will partially fulfill the requirement.

Recommended: Unless you have no prior French, you can take a before and after language test at the Murkland Language Center to test out of a semester of language.

Recommended by other students: You may wish to take French 401 the fall before you go to France and finish your language requirement in France.

Note: If you have had 2 or more years of French in high school, you must take French at the intermediate level to fulfill the requirement.
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DATES

January 11 to April 29
Vacation – 1 week in February and Easter Monday

DISCOVERY CREDIT

World Cultures Discovery

Food and Wine Tourism (counts as HMGT 771)
Entrepreneurship (counts as MGT 732)

Can test out of 4 credits of language
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COST**

Tuition  NH Resident 6,835,
        Out-of-State 13,670

No Course Fee, housing not included*

Technology fee, Visa Fees, and Study Abroad
        Insurance =$610

Estimate for Housing, Food, Travel, Personal,
        Airfare, first month expenses = $7,000*

TOTAL
        $14, 445 NH
        $21, 280 Other

*Airfare and meals are
students’ responsibility,
based on student
reporting
**Costs subject to
change.

Total for Semester at UNH: NH $13,640, Out-of-state$20, 475
Other: Doesn’t include food and personal travel expenses
Students have a few housing options.

Apartments generally have a common kitchen, shared bath, laundry and some are women only.

Students will work directly with landlords and the housing officer at Burgundy in arranging housing.

Internet is variable in apartments.
Résidence Arquebuse
Residence "Foyer des jeunes travailleuses et étudiantes – Trémouille" for women only

- **Description:** Exclusively for girls. Shared kitchen and bathroom, several TV rooms, washing machines and tumble dryers. Free access to the sports room.
- **Distance from School:** 5 minute walk
- **Rent:** Single room: EUR 272 Double room: EUR 215
- **Deposit:** EUR 250

Résidence Courtépée

**Description:** 12 individual rooms furnished, 1 shared kitchen in common, 3 shared bathrooms.
**Distance from School:** 5 minute walk
**Rent per month:** EUR 345 (including water, gas and electricity)
**Deposit:** EUR 345
Admission Requirements

• Have a declared major

• have earned at least 32 semester hours of credit (12 of which must be UNH credits)

• have a minimum cumulative UNH GPA of 2.5

• be in good standing with the Student Conduct System
Steps to be Taken to Plan Your Study Abroad

Apply for your passport.
If you have a passport, check the expiration date to confirm that it will not expire until 6 months after your return.

**FRANCE 2016**
Let us know you would like to participate. Meetings will be announced in the beginning of the fall semester.